
K4 News

Reminders

• 11/18 Thanksgiving RSVP due
• 11/27 Early Dismissal 11am
• 11/27 K4, K5, and 1st Thanksgiving Program
• 11/27 Scholastic Book Order due
• 11/28 Happy Thanksgiving! No School!
• 11/29 No School
• 12/6 Out of Uniform
• 12/18 Christmas Concert

We learned about Scarecrows this week! We learned the 
different parts of a scarecrow, such as, a hat, a face, a shirt, 
pants, and straw. We found out that scarecrows live in 
gardens and are used to scare birds away. We created many 
different scarecrows, but I think my favorite is the scarecrow 
they made of themselves!  

Don’t forget, we have our peanut butter and jelly drive 
going on now until November 22. All jars can be placed in 
the box outside of our classroom. Thank you!

Have a wonderful weekend!

Please make sure students have appropriate outside clothes: jackets, hats, waterproof gloves, snow pants, and boots. It’s 
getting colder and it’s better to send the warm items everyday just in case it’s cold. Also, please make sure to make your 

name on all hats, gloves, and jackets. Students without snow pants or boots will not be allowed to play in the snow.

.

Weekly 
Focus Wall

Letter: O                  Number: 9
Shape: Square             Color: Black

Math
We continue to practice counting and moving to 10 and writing 1-9. We reviewed 
shape attributes for rectangle, circle, square, and triangle. The kiddos enjoyed 
practicing how to draw both the shapes and numbers on dry erase boards.

Literacy

This week we learned about the letter O. We also reviewed all the letters we have 
already learned. Some concepts we worked on are rhyming words and why we add a 
space in between words. Some books we read this week: “Scarecrow,” “The Little 
Old Lady Who Was Not Afraid of Anything,” “The Silly Scarecrow,” “Scarecrow 
Magic,” and “The Scarecrow Dance.”

Religion

We continued our talk on the liturgical calendar this week. We had fun making a 
liturgical season wheel that tells us what each of the seasons are and pictures to help 
us remember. The kiddos are doing well remembering which color matches which 
season. It was interesting to learn all about what a priest wears to mass and how the 
priest’s vestment matches the color of the season the church is in.
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